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Introduction 
 
By scoring a Slow Pitch game you only record the offensive side of the game: 

 Hitting action (hit, error, out, etc.) 
 How many runs are scored by hitting the ball (RBI) 
 Who scored a run 
 When does he get out 
 Hitter and pitcher changes 

The following terms for the hitter’s action can be used: 

Term Explanation 

O Out 

1 Single 

2 Double 

3 Triple 

4 4 Bases Air (Ruled) 

HR Homerun 

IHR Inside-the-Park Homerun 

FC Fielders Choice 

SF Sacrifice Fly 

E Error 

K Strike Out 

BB Base on Balls 

 

 

IMPORTANT 

 Write full name on scoringsheet or at least lastname and first letter of firstname – no 

nicknames are allowed.  

 

 At least write the position of pitcher in the column for playing position. 

 

 Mark replacements, especially pitchers. 

 

 By changing the position only the change of the pitcher has to be marked. All other changes 

are not necessary. 

 

 A foul ball after two strikes is a STRIKEOUT. 
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Scoring Box 

 
 

 

 

Example of scoring situations 

 

Player hits the ball and gets out. You mark this with an 
“O” in the box. 

 

Strike out of hitter – write a “K” and circle it to mark it 
as an out. 

 

 

Player hits a double – write the digit “2“ in the box 

 
 

He hits a double. Later he will be out at 3rd Base – write 
“2“ for the double and later circle it to indicate the out.  

 

He hits a a single but he keeps running to 2ns where he 
gets out – write “1“ for a single and circle it to indicate 
the out. 
 

  

 

Write what happened to 

the hitter. And mark 

outs with a circle.  
Mark stolen base here  

Fill box for a scored run  

Mark RBI of hitter here  
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First hitter gets a base-on-balls, second hitter hits a triple 
and first player scores. Second player receives an RBI. To 
indicate the run the rectangle will be colored.  
The RBI will be marked in the line for RBI. 
 

 

 

First player gets on base with an error. Second hitter hits 
a homerun with two RBIs. As both players score both 
rectangles will be colored.  
 
In the RBI-line of the second player, the RBIs will be 
marked. 

 

Player “James Hitter” will be 
replaced by “Max Homerun”.  New 
player will be written in the next 
line below with the inning of 
replacement in brackets. 
Additionally, the right side of the 
box, where “James Hitter“ hit the last time, will be marked bold. 

 
After 3 outs the inning is over. The end of an inning will be marked with a slanted line at the lower 
right corner of the box.  

The next inning will be written in the next column  
and starts after the slanted line. 
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The opponent pitcher will replaced after a homerun by “Max Homerun”. This will be indicated on the 
scoring sheet of the hitting team by drawing a bold line at the bottom edge of the box. On the 
opponent’s scoring sheet the replacement will marked by drawing the line on the ride side of the 
box. 

 

 

Runner steals a base: The stolen base will be marked with lines in the box for stealing. Every 
additional steal of the base runner will be marked, too.   

Mark stolen base  



 


